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myths of hybrid
cloud adoption
IT departments are better prepared to
support changing business requirements
with flexible hybrid cloud provisioning
and management platforms
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Customers will need an open hybrid cloud
strategy, for retained applications on-premise,
on physical and virtual machines - as not all
applications can be moved to public cloud.
Customers need to manage these alongside
the workloads in their supported public cloud
environment, so they are not locked in to any
one particular environment.
- James Read, EMEA Senior Solution
Architect, Cloud and Service Providers,
Red Hat.
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INTRODUCTION

C

urrent momentum behind hybrid cloud
adoption appears high as public and private
sector IT departments look to optimize their
application and service delivery as part of broader
digital transformation initiatives, while the availability
and suitability of open source platforms to help end
user organizations implement and manage that hybrid
transition are growing apace.

Predictions from analyst firm IDC in 2018 estimate
that by 2020, 75 per cent of organizations using public
cloud will also use an enterprise private cloud platform
as they look to establish flexible hybrid IT application
and service delivery options that help them address
requirements that are expected to change over time.

Next:
ENSURING DATA
SECURITY IN THE
PUBLIC CLOUD

Leading cloud service providers are all enhancing their
hybrid cloud software platforms to give customers
the delivery options they seek. Those platforms are
being designed from the outset to provide easier ways
of implementing, managing and controlling multiple
workloads whether they are hosted on-premise or offpremise, in data centers run by internal IT teams or
external, third party hosting companies. n
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ENSURING DATA SECURITY
IN THE PUBLIC CLOUD

H

osting data, applications and services on
flexible hybrid cloud platforms which cater for
multiple approaches addresses some major
security concerns for IT managers. Many worry about the
sensitivity of the information being hosted in external
environments and have to address different security
requirements of various stakeholders. Some industries
– financial services and healthcare for example – as well
as government departments are also more stringently
regulated than others in terms of how they store and
process data and this is where hybrid cloud makes sense.
Mindful of the different security and data protection
issues that end users often associate with public clouds
compared to on-premise IT architecture, service
providers have worked closely with software companies
to engineer hybrid cloud platforms designed to ensure the
integrity and compliance of workloads hosted in either
on- or off-premise environments. Many IT departments
are gradually becoming more aware that their needs may
be better served by flexible hybrid cloud platforms which
can be optimized to meet the specific security demands of
different business divisions, applications and workloads
which typically make up a single organization.

➥
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A survey of 105 IT decision makers working for
European companies in a wide range of industries
– including software and computer services, retail,
telecommunications, financial services and insurance –
conducted by IDG Connect earlier this year indicated that
lingering end user apprehension is being subsequently
dissipated. Half (50%) of those polled felt confident
in moving their organization’s workloads into the
cloud. Another 58 per cent indicated they trust public
cloud providers’ data security platforms and protocols
rather than their own IT department, while 54 per cent
implied they were not worried about losing control
over application and infrastructure provisioning and
management as a result of cloud migration projects.

“Public cloud
is as secure
as private
cloud if best
practices are
used.”

Microsoft has not only implemented strict physical
security controls that control access to its data centers
but has also built its Azure compute infrastructure
on customized hardware/firmware components with
embedded protection against unauthorized access.
Additional layers of Azure security are provided by tools
from companies such as open source software specialist
Red Hat which protect workloads at the virtualization and
application levels. Microsoft employs more than 3,500
cyber security experts globally and regularly conducts
penetration testing exercises on its hosting infrastructure.
Its Azure Active Directory platform provides customers
with a central unified security management console to
authenticate the users accessing its cloud applications and
services. The Azure hosting architecture is also protected
by the Azure ExpressRoute virtual private network
(VPN) connection, a web application firewall and Azure
Distributed Denial of Service Protection Standard, with
customer data encrypted in transit and at rest by Azure
Key Vault. n
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FLEXIBILITY OF HYBRID IT TOP OF DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION AGENDA

F
“The availability
of powerful
computer
resources on
demand gives IT
departments far
more flexible
options around
application
development
and hosting.”

or many organizations, hybrid cloud workload
migration has emerged as a foundational pillar
of broader digital transformation initiatives that
involve large scale digitization of IT processes which
were previously manual. The availability of powerful
computer resources on demand gives IT departments far
more flexible options around application development
(platform as a service) and hosting (software as a service)
to support that transformation. That flexibility is doubly
important when it comes to hybrid cloud provision given
the diversity of individual organizational requirements
around IT application and service hosting, performance,
availability and security. Those needs can vary
significantly not just by operational focus, but also from
one workload to another within the same company.

An application may use the elastic, pay as you go resources
offered by the public cloud for test and development
purposes for example, then switch to on-premise hosting
arrangements when live to satisfy specific data protection
or network latency requirements. Others may store and
process sensitive data that requires protection from
physical firewalls but still have instant end user access
requirements particularly prone to disruption from
network latency, jitter, availability and other issues which
affect application performance.

➥



Next:
INCREASING
CONFIDENCE IN
HYBRID CLOUD
MIGRATION
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That imperative may also include hosting applications and
data closer to customers and consumers rather than onpremise or in centralized super scale facilities, with the
network edge playing a pivotal role in optimized content
provision. Some workloads need the specialized or
bespoke server and storage capacity and scalability which
third party data centers are better able to provide cost
effectively. In each case flexible cloud architectures are
needed to accommodate those fluctuating requirements
and give customers access to hosting platforms,
provisioning processes and management tools to facilitate
that journey. n
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INCREASING CONFIDENCE IN
HYBRID CLOUD MIGRATION

I
“The European
IT decision
makers
surveyed by
IDG Connect
identified
multiple
advantages
of using
open source
platforms for
cloud hosting
and service
provision.”

T departments are now more confident that they can
migrate applications and services into the cloud easily
and cost effectively. Over half (53%) of those surveyed
by IDG Connect indicated that cost and complexity
issues would not prevent them from moving significant
workloads into the cloud. This suggests that IT managers
now recognize there are tools available to maintain tight
administration of the workloads and data sets being
moved between on- and off-premise environments as they
explore the best type of cloud to match their requirements.

Open source software platforms can play a key role in
enabling efficient hybrid cloud workload provisioning,
management and orchestration, particularly when it
comes to supporting the flexible, lower cost IT service
delivery which remains a fundamental driver of many
enterprise digital transformation initiatives. The
European IT decision makers surveyed by IDG Connect
identified multiple advantages of using open source
platforms for cloud hosting and service provision.
These included better hybrid cloud provisioning and
management (55%), lower cost deployment (52%),
strong support from cloud service providers (48%) and
integration with existing IaaS/SaaS/PaaS environments
(43%).

➥



“Orchestrating
container
provisioning,
deployment,
scaling and
management
via OpenShift
leaves
developers
with more time
to focus on the
important job of
designing and
testing their
applications.”
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Time to market with new applications and services is a
key point of competitive differentiation for both public
and private sector organizations. By finding new ways
to optimize the application development process IT
departments can reduce time to project completion
and enable faster delivery of the finished product to
better support business expansion. Red Hat’s OpenShift
Container Platform gives developers the ability to build
and run their applications in a consistent and efficient
environment and allows operations teams to focus
on a common platform without having to worry about
individual application requirements. By abstracting the
underlying physical, virtual and public/private cloud
architecture from the development process, neither team
needs to concern itself with infrastructure requirements
either, laying a solid foundation for future hybrid cloud
adoption and smooth, on demand workload migration.
Orchestrating container provisioning, deployment, scaling
and management via OpenShift leaves developers with
more time to focus on the important job of designing
and testing their applications. Being able to build new
applications at scale using microservices architectures
like Linux containers will grow to represent the most
common approach to application development and
modernization by 2022, IDC has predicted. That trend
will lead to a proliferation of “hyperagile apps” which are
highly modular, distributed, continuously updated and
use Linux containers and serverless computing to scale
significantly faster. Those are important capabilities
for organizations embarking on sweeping digital
transformation strategies that harness new technologies
like artificial intelligence (AI) and the Internet of Things
(IoT) to optimize their existing business operations and
move into new areas of service provision. n
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If we look at recent innovations like
artificial intelligence (AI), big data or
the Internet of Things (IoT), open source
is really at the forefront of those new
technologies. Linux containers are another
example of this open source innovation,
which have become the bedrock for modern
application development within on-premise,
physical and virtual machine environments
as much as they are on public cloud too.
– James Read, Red Hat
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MICROSOFT AND RED HAT
HYBRID CLOUD PARTNERSHIP

E

stablished technology partnerships and
integration between cloud service providers and
cloud management platform suppliers are equally
as important to delivering that flexible infrastructure and
application provisioning. IDG Connect’s survey found
that cloud service providers (55%) and hardware/software
suppliers (49%) are widely perceived as trusted partners
for enterprise cloud migration and implementation
projects.

“We see open
source as being
the accepted
norm for the
enterprise now
and Microsoft’s
backing is another
proof point of that.”

Red Hat was founded as an open source company in 1993
while Microsoft has come to fully embrace the open source
community after extensive use of open source software
for its own programming tools. The US$7.5bn acquisition
of Github in October 2018 has provided Microsoft with
an open source development platform while the company
recently joined the OpenChain Project to ease open source
license management for enterprise IT departments.
Combining those open source capabilities and the Azure
cloud hosting environment now offers Microsoft and Red
Hat enterprise customers a proven foundation to support
the development of their own open source strategy. In
2015 the two companies formed a partnership to bring Red
Hat’s open source product portfolio into Azure - Red Hat
Enterprise Linux on Azure – and give their

➥
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Next:
MICROSOFT +
RED HAT:
STRONGER
TOGETHER

respective customers a single, trusted source of technical
support resource to solve any technical issues whether
Linux, Red Hat, OpenShift or containers derived.
The collaboration includes joint software platform
engineering, global reach and integrated co-located
support resources available in multiple geographies. (A
new managed OpenShift on Azure service now extends
that partnership to help customers orchestrate and
manage containerized applications across hybrid onpremise and public cloud environments.) n
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MICROSOFT+ RED HAT: STRONGER TOGETHER
Wide availability of Red Hat solutions whether
PAYG or BYOS, across all Azure regions.
Microsoft Azure participation in Red Hat Certified
Cloud & Service Provider Program (CCSP)
Developers can easily create and deploy apps
with a .NET front-end on Windows and a MySQL
database on Red Hat Enterprise Linux through Red
Hat OpenShift Container Platform.
Secure, manageable and well-supported Red Hat
solutions in the Microsoft cloud, including Red Hat
Enterprise Linux, Red Hat OpenShift Container
Platform, SQL, Red Hat Ansible Automation and
Red Hat JBoss Middleware.
Integrated enterprise-grade support spanning
hybrid cloud, including co-located support
resources.

“This is a winning alliance
because it’s bringing together the
leading hybrid cloud provider for
the enterprise with the leader
in open source solutions for the
enterprise.”
- Juanjo Carmena, Microsoft

Next:
KEY
TAKEAWAYS
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KEY TAKEAWAYS
1

Microsoft+Red Hat are the trusted and leading
partners in your Digital Transformation journey

2

Microsoft+Red Hat have deep collaboration from
joint engineeering, global reach and integrated
co-located support

3

Continuing to evolve based on your needs

+
=

Next:
Conclusion Secure, flexible
cloud provision
is a reality, not a
myth

Agility
Secure

Managable

Supported
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CONCLUSION - SECURE, FLEXIBLE CLOUD
PROVISION IS A REALITY NOT A MYTH

L

egacy attitudes which previously deterred IT
departments from moving data and applications
into the cloud are steadily changing, partly because
service providers have upped their game to deliver better
security and control of hosted workloads and made it
easier for customers to move them between on- and offpremise environments.

Attitudes to open source software amongst enterprise
buyers too are shifting as new solutions emerge. The
combination of Microsoft’s Azure hybrid cloud and Red
Hat’s OpenShift container application platform is a prime
example, allowing development to build and test cloud
applications and services more quickly and efficiently
than previous methodologies allowed.
No two organizations will ever have identical
requirements and there is no “one size fits all” cloud either.
But by deploying a flexible hybrid cloud provisioning
and management platform able to support multiple
different approaches to data hosting and application/
service delivery simultaneously, IT departments will
give themselves a better chance of adjusting quickly to
whatever the business demands of them. n

For more information, visit:
https://www.redhat.com/en/partners/microsoft
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